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My life has been a meditation on belonging. It remains on the back burner of my brain

and its daydreamed thoughts, like smoke plumes, are spoken through my hands and into space.

The linear limitations of language are avoided by the construction of ideas in spatial form.

Momentary Transmission is the presentation of these ideas, forms, and processes.

Recently, I sat on the edge of a large roll-away dumpster on campus and marveled at its

contents. A wide array of all that was deemed invaluable enmeshed, flowing in and out each

other. Nothing in this pile is of importance, of emphasis/value. Art, with the white walls of its

galleries, is a space meant to emphasize. Amongst the deluge of trash in its proper home, there

is no emphasis, there is nothing of importance and therefore the placing of these objects into

this dumpster is done with similar regard. Inside their proper vessel, this swirl of trash flowed in

and out of itself, taking on a dynamic form. Even the dumpster’s facade was marked with a rich

stippling of rusted scarring and damage. Every dent and scratch an echo of past transient

things, a mural of movement made by marring.

We put trash into the trash can, not because we care about its belonging, but because

that is where the trash “belongs”. Where a thing belongs, where it is, and where it is placed, all

these placements are a reflection of value. When a thing leaves our horizon of perception it

could be said that it is dead, cast beyond the reach of what is known. For all intents and

purposes, that which is thrown away is dead to us, discarded, no longer.
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Figure 1 Gonzales, Martin. Aesthetic Comparison of Work Truck and Painting

The collection of the discarded materials on the left image is a reckless placement of

ideologically dead objects. They have lived their life, and their life is over. The image on the right

is a watercolor and colored pencil work I made in 2012. Images pop in and out of one another,

accidental markings conjure unintended imagery. This painting is an automatic processing, an

intuitive response. The composition of both images holds similar dynamics. The spirit/energy in

which these materials are treated have an imbued energy to them. The aesthetic assortment

reveals the spirit and energy of this principle, all contained and framed by the bed of the truck,

the edge of the paper.

I believe that there is a world that holds ours in which ideas and creativity bleed through

the veil that separates it from our own. This unseen world is one of death and rebirth, of rotting

and sex. Much like Xolotl in Mēxihcah lore, who builds new life from the bones of the dead, I

believe that there is evidence for this imbued in the aesthetic of what has been thrown out, of

what is dead. How is it that something that is dead can look so alive? We are an assemblage of
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many tiny parts and pieces, held together by an order and a logic. Skew the ordering

matrix, fray its threads slightly, and all the infinitums that comprise the whole are revealed, now

slightly out of place. Like open fractures on a limb, twisting the whole reveals the many.

Figure 2 Example of Cutty Spot. Mary Poppins’ Magical Bag & Twin Peaks’ Agent Cooper Going Behind the Curtain

Belonging sometimes feels like disappearing, vanishing. In graffiti the term “cutty spot”

refers to the placement of a tag or piece in a hidden, yet visible place. The kind of placement

where, when you see the tag, you wonder how long it had been there, two days or two years.

The cutty spot is right in front of you yet don't perceive that it's there…until you do. I like

spending time in these spaces because there is a peace, I get from being there, like

disappearing in plain sight. It's like opening up a pocket on a backpack or garment you didn't

know you had and finding something forgotten inside. Except that pocket is an actual

room/space. The cutty spot is magical, like stepping behind the curtain on a stage in your

day-to-day life.

My work reflects my process, searching. There is a search going on for belonging. The

only home there is in the act of searching for a home. The only home I know is the search for

one. I am constantly adding more and more and more to my work, leaning in to over-working
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until the form becomes something else. By adding more, I remain in process,

unconcerned with the purview of the work and its scope, thinking and enacting on “what next”. I

believe it to be unethical to say what my Art practice and work is concerned with, but I do

believe that this observed habit points to the spirit of my practice, to be in and to do. To remain

in that state of channeling/searching, that I can say is a truth in my work. If my practice is the

search for belonging, what is my value if I am in the act of being “placed?” Like a pair of glasses

floating tumbling loose in a bag without a protective case, things without “place” collect damage

much more readily, this principle is universal, and is also true for people.

When I was in the 6th grade, I ate alone at lunch. I’d take out my ham and mustard

sandwich my Dad made for me. It was the same sandwich every day, for years. A monotony,

that now, I cry thinking about because of how sweet that was. The sandwich was accompanied

with apple or orange slices, a bag of chips, and maybe something for dessert. After finishing the

contents of my lunch, I was left with empty zip-loc bags with the pink and blue lined lips, a chip

bag, and a crumpled brown paper sack that sometimes had a note written. This lunch was so

good to me. It had been my friend and spent time with me while I ate amongst other people and

perhaps friends (i can't fully recall that part now). How could I throw it away? I would be

forsaking something I felt close to. I began saving my trash from lunch and storing it in the

pull-out shelving underneath my bed. This reached the point where my parents noticed and

must’ve intervened. The fabric of that memory frays away and I can no longer recall when I

stopped saving my lunch “trash.”

While writing this thesis, I’ve come to learn that the phenomena of hoarding in children is

a field of study in child psychology. The Child Mind Institute’s website lists things like coins,

sticks, and acorns found on sidewalks as commonly hoarded objects and details that these
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objects often end up in piles as transient “here for now” placements. The distinction

between Collecting and Hoarding is one of placement and value. Why is the clear plastic bag

that held the food my Dad carefully and methodically prepared considered worthless and a

limited edition postage stamp of a bird that has no emotional relation to me valuable? Hoarding

starts in adolescents and my belief is that is because children are closer to the veil we emerge

from as beings. The concept of things like trash and waste are probably heart breaking for a

child to learn.  How is it that a thing could exist and be unwanted? How is it that a thing could

take on a physical body and be discarded?

The patina of life…it leaves a residue. Old things in our lives that remain in good working

condition for long periods of time (sometimes for generations) draw surprised remarks from

those we share this information with. That a thing that has been cared for so well and for so long

it has seemingly avoided the patina of life, the residue the actions of daily living leave behind.

This care over time can be seen through an object’s virginal state.

Figure 3 Gonzales, Martin. Example of Life’s Patina. Image Comparison of Before and After of Leaving

Let’s say, for example, you are speaking ill of a person and then you run into them at the

grocery store not 15 minutes later when the last time you saw them was a year prior. Or
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perhaps you and your family are discussing adopting a dog and out of the blue a stray

pup runs into your backyard. When these events occur, we say “what a coincidence.” and

continue on with things as usual. These coincidences are coinciding occurrences.

Another adage is “Where there is smoke, there is fire” this adage is usually used in the

context of someone’s or something's probable likelihood of guilt for a thing. My belief is that

things coinciding is universal “writing on the wall.” We humans see patterns, rhythms and

symbols, we dance, talk, write and create. There is writing on the wall, but we cannot read the

language. We can only feel its rhythmic cadence, its flow, the space and timing between the

chatter and clicks of its throat, guttural streaks of time and memory. I had a dream once and

never woke up. I fell asleep during my waking life. It’s here where the text is written, Not yet

written, yet ancient…can you feel it? Are you feeling? The beautiful song of life turned to the

repetitious ditty of daily living, so played out it barely holds meaning. The performance, do you

believe in the performance?

When there are clusters of moments they all bump together, converging at a nexus, this

significance cannot be planned, nor conjured by desiring will. No matter how much you want

that to happen, It will not. The only thing in my life that makes this occur is Love, is living my life

with love. Belonging to the present moment, this is home. Here, in its shelter, things have a

natural imbued love. It is the fight against what “is” that takes me away from home.
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Figure 4 Gonzales, Martin. Frame Stills from video testimony in event false rape accusation went to court

The last year of my life has been extremely difficult to navigate and has shown me I have

a great deal to learn still in the ways of Love and Forgiveness. I was falsely accused of rape,

turned to addiction of stimulants to make it through, lost housing and support networks, and

handled this with the support of a few good friends, but mainly on my own. I taught a class

where some students thought I was a rapist. Dear reader, I want you to imagine how difficult that

would have been. I think sometimes that people look at me and think “That person keeps finding

themself in painful and confusing situations, that's a sign about that person…” or “where there is

smoke, there's fire”. While I acknowledge that my life is my responsibility, I feel like a lightning

rod for coinciding occurrences that have banged me up pretty good. So, coincidences…they are

clusters of synchronicities, like celestial clockwork, ticking around, in, and through us.

Coincidences, or assemblages of legible momentary significance reach a limit where

they become able to be registered in our day today lives. These moments feel like magic.  They

are momentary transmissions. A common phenomenon of psychosis is the perception of the

interconnectedness of everything. I remember a teacher one time saying that it doesn't matter

what thread you pull, you start pulling it and realize the whole sweater will unravel. This is true
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of this world of meaning. Everything. Madness occurs when our human brain starts

having an increased perception of symbols. It is an elevated state. In this state of being it feels

like counting to infinity, going faster and faster the closer you get. The holy spirit, mania,

inspiration, passionate speaking… These are holy states of being. Most of us will not be blessed

with that opportunity.

Figure 5 Gonzales, Martin. Artist Rendering of an Example of a Momentary Transmission

I am still figuring all this out and have no bite size summation of all these ends. I am still

tracing out the edges of this thing’s form bit by bit because I still don't understand it. The value

we hold and our place in the world carries an aesthetic charge. I find I am drawn to the

aesthetics of damage and the forgotten, the left behind, newness and glossy things don't catch

my eye the same way a rusted can in the street’s gutter will with its deformed body and brown

dotted texture. Where do things belong in this world? I believe that my home is here right now in

my own being, but I know I still feel extremely unsafe in my body, this is “trauma.” My

sympathetic nervous system (fight/flight) is engaged almost exclusively compared to the safety

of the parasympathetic nervous system (intimate touch, loving contact). I know that until I feel
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safe in my body, I will have only partial belonging. How far does the poisonous concept of

trash/waste reach and what are its social implications on the psyche and our humanity? What

are the aesthetics of belonging?
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